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SU181ARY

A test schedule has been designed and it is shown that the information
available after carrying out this schedule should be sufficient to enable a
performance assessment to be made of any tuning-fork gyroscope.

Comparisons between open loop and closed loop behaviour are made and
an overall value for the tuning-fork's reliability as a rate-of-turn
indicator is derived. A modification to the instrument design which should
result in an improved performance is suggested.

Long-term stability and the effects of temperature changes are amongst
the measurements quoted.

Since this is the first investigation of this type an unusually large
number of test records are included in this Note aa a basis for future
referenoe.
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I INTRODUCTION

A detailed theoretical analysis of the behaviour of a tuning-fork
gyroscope (T.F.G.) in steady-state operation was published recently
together with some practical results obtained with an experimental model
operated in a laboratory environment. The conclusions ;arried several
suggestions for the improvement of later experimental instruments and
these modifications have been embodied in a T.F.G., Serial No. K.H.1,
designed at the R.A.E. and manufactured by S. Smith and Sons (England)
(Kelvin Hughes Division) under M.O.A. contract.

Figs.34 and 35 show a photograph of K.H.1 and a unit scale diagram of
a section through the instrument. It should be noted that one fundamental
difference between K.H.1 and the instrument examined in Technical Note
No. I.A.P.1139 is that the driving forces are now contained entirely within
the tuning-fork assembly; the drive electrodes and tine pick-off assemblies
are fixed to the centre stem so that deformations of the structure cannot
introduce an in-phase signal which is due directly to a change in the
relative positions of the electrodes and tines.

A theoretical study2 has shown that the introduction of a suitable
force-feedback systu round the output torsion stem should modify the open-
loop behaviour so that the T.F.G. becomes e more useful rate-of-turn
indicating instrument. The effects would be to reduce the response time
of the device and to lower the IQ' of the torsion output, at the expense of
a smaller signal to noise ratio. An electricel fted-back system was developed
for use uith the T.F.G. so that practical confirmation of this theory could
be carried out.

The feed-back system used takes a proportion of the pick-off signal,
amplifies it and feeds it back in the appropriate phase to a pair of electrodes
adjacent to the to-sion system. When combined with a stabilized polarizing
voltage the elpotrostatic forces set up between the feed-back electrodes and
torsion system oppose the oscillatory motion of the torsion stem and the
torsion pick-off signal is correspondingly reduced. Random noise in the
original torsion pick-off output arising from electrical, magnetic and
mechanical interference w11 also be amplified and fed back to the electrodes,
but only the small fractic. of this noise which is at the exact, resonant,
frequency of the torsion system will contribute to the damping. Therefore,
since no attempt has been made at this stage to filter out random noise from
the torsion pick-off output, a smaller signal to noise ratio is obtained when
feed-back is applied. For the tests described,the torsion output is sampl1d at the
feed-back amplifier and fed to a phase-sensitive rectifier (P.S.R). The
P.S.R. itself is, under these circumstances, an adequate random noise filter
for measuring purposes.

A series of tests was designed to examine and compare the open and
closed loop performance of K.H.I, snd the results of these tests are presented
in this Note. The test schedule is given in Appendix i, and some operating
parameters are listed in Appendix 2.

Reference will be made in the text to the sensitivity of the T.F.G.
under open and closed loop operating oornttions. The term "sensitivity" is
used here to express the ratio of torsion piok-off output to angular rate of
the T.F.G. about its oin input axis.

2 ACCUPJCY OF IASREMENTS

The output from the two series-connected torsion pick-offs was fed
through a calibrated amplifier into a Resolved Components Indicator (R.C.I.)
and compared in amplitude and phase with the tine pick-off voltage. Outputs
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from the R.C.I. were then transferred to a Record Duoflex pen recorder and
continuous records were made of the components of the output signal in phase
with and in quadrature with the tine pick-off, or reference, voltage. Pen
recorder friction and visual analysis of the recorded outputs were judged to
contribute the major proportion of errors in this arrangement, and it is
estimated that an accuracy of ±2 per cent of the recorder's full scale
deflection (eqvivalent to ±12 small divisions on the recorder charts) was
achieved. Since the majority of the functional tests were carried out with
a recorder sensitivity equivalent to a detected input rate of 50e/hour for
a full scale deflection, an accuracy of ±1°/hour is implied in the tabulated
results unless otherwise stated.

3 CALIBRATION TSTS

Fig.36 is a schematic diagram of a T.F.G. showing the three orthogonal
axes to which reference will be made in the text. The XX' axis is both the
input and the output axis. An input rate about XX' will be converted, undei
the aesion of Coriolis forces acting on the vibrating tines, into an
oscillatory motion of the torsion stem about YX' whose amplitude will be
directly proportional to the input rate and to the maximum tine velocity.
The line of motion of the tines is parallel with the YY' axis, and the ZZ'
axis is orthogonal with XX' and Y'.

The T.F.G. was balanced to minimise lateral motions along the YY' axis
and residual torques about the XX' axis. In general such lateral motion is
due to a mass and/or stiffness difference between the two tines; residual
torques arise from misalignment of the lines of motion of the tines vrith the
YY' axis.

The tine and torsion system frequencies were then made equal (in tune)
to achieve maximum sensitivity and minimum phase error in the response signal
with X' upwards. By this means it would be possible to study the behaviour
of the T.F.G. in bo~h the tuned (X' up) and un-tuned (X up) states. After
further small adjustments to the balancing a series of tests was carried out
to calibrate the instrument.

3.1 2ro mounted on rate-table with table axis vertical

3.1(a) Effect of ±10 volts change in torsion compensation voltage ig.1)

In the following tWo test values of compensating voltage were
approximate (±0"5 volts) and the tests wore intended primarily as functional
ones to prove that changes in applied compensation would alter the output
values.

T.F.G. Attitude: XX' vertical, X up. 1' North

Fork frequency: 522'49 c/s

Compensation applied Output (VX 10,
0pen Loop Test No. In Phase Quadrature In Phase Quadrature

- + -

1(a)o. (i) OV 00 ov 2700 6.9 5-0
(ii) IOV 00 OV 2700 20,0 4"0
(iii) 1or 18o0  OV 2700 33"8 14
(iv) OV 00 IGV 2700 17"6 17*1
(v) OV 00  1OV 90 3,2 27'2
(vi) ov 00 0V 2700  6"9 5"3

-5-
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i.e. A change of 10 volts in the compensation applied altered the torsion
pick-off output by approximately 29 x 103 IV when in phase with the reference

voltage, and by approximately 24 "- 103 iV when in quadrature with the
reference. These variations were accompanied by phase-shifts of the torsion
pick-off output relative to the reference voltage of approximately 180 in the
former case end 240 in the latter.

Closed Loop Test No. Compensation applied Output (wV)
In Phase Quadrature In Phase Quadrature

I- + +

1(a)c (i) ov 00 oV 2700 196 72
ii) 10V 00 OV 270c 590 48

(iii) ioV 10 ° 1 OV 270e 1000 96
(iv) OV 0 IOV 2700 259 530
(v) CV 00 10V 900 153 115
(vi) 0V 00 OV 2700 196 72

i~e. A change of 10 volts in the voltage applied alLered the torsion pick-
off output by approximately 800 .iV when in phase with the reference voltage,

and by approximately 650 aV when in quadrature with the reference. The
associated phaso-shifts of the output were approximately 20 and 50
respectively.

3.1(b) Effect of rotations about a vertical in-put axis rXX .i

T.F.G. Open Loop Applied Output (±V x103) Fork
Attitde Tet No. Rate DirectionAttitude Test No. Rate r In Phase Quadrature Frequency

X up 1(b)o (i) Stationary j +014 -0"48
I up ii) 1000/hour C.W. -2"95 -1'57
X up (iii) 1000/hour A.C.W. +3"26 +0"54
X up (iv) 100O/hour C.7. -28"2 -9"10 522"499 c/s
X up (v) 1000°/hour A.C.W. +27,2 +7"10
X up (vi) Stationr.r-j 0 -0-50
Xt up cvii) Stationary +0,77 -032
' up viii) 100 0/hour C.W. +4.37 0
X' up (ix) 100°/hour A.C.W. -2'84 -0"71 522-1+59 e/s
' up (x) 1000 0/hour C.W. +31"2 -0"20
X' up (xi) 1000 0/hcur A.C.W. -31"2 -1"40
X' up (xii) Stationary +0*75 -0"29

These figures show that, withi the input axis vertical and fork base
downwards, a change of rate of rotation of 2900 /hour caused a change of the
in-phase component of th-e output of 6"2 x 10-7 tV or 3*1 x Io3 gV/1OO°/hour.
A 2000/hour change of input rate caused a change of 55-4 x 10) V or
2"8 x 103 [i/100 0/hour.

With the fork base uppermostIthe corresponding sensitivities were
3"6 x 1o3 V/100 0/hour and 3"1 x 103 pV/1000/hour.

The difference in sensitivities between the two attitudes was the result
of do-tuning, the fork frequency varying with attitude but not the torsion
system frequency.

The differences between sensitivities at each input rate could have been
attributed to non-linearities in the damping of the torsion pick-off motion.

-6--
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The difference between the outputs at X up and X1 up, stationary, was due
to the difference in the components of Earth's rate detected by the T.F.G.
in thess attitudes.

T.F.G. Closed Loop Applied Direction Output (.V) Fork
Attitude Test No. Rate In phase quadrature Frequency

X up 1(b)o i) Stationary -2"4 -15-4
X up ii) 1000/hour C.W. -81*0 -14"4
X up iii) I00'/hour A.C.W. +77"0 -17"3
X up iv) 1000°/hour C.W. -775 +4"8 522'449 c/s
X up v) 10000/hour A.C .W. +810 -24"0
X ip vi) Stationary -1•9 -14,9
X' up (vii) Stationary +15*4 -8-2
X' up viiiL 1000/hour C.W. +95"0 -9"6
X' up ix) 100°/hour A.C.W. -63'5 -4'8
X' up (x) 10000/hour C.W. +840 -30'0 '522-459 c/s
X' up xi) 10000/hour A.C.W. -760 +20'0
X' up xii) Stationary +15')+ -7"2

These figures show sensitivities of 79 pV and 79"3 pV/1000/hour for
input rates of 100°/hour and 10000/hoar respectively, the tine base being
downwards. With the base upwards, the corresponding sensitivities at
100°/hour and 1000/hour were 79.3 iV and 80 1AV/1000/hour. The negligible
difference between these sensitivities working in a"olosed loop" condition
shows two major improvements over the "open loop"state. The variation of
torsion pick-off damping with applied rate became very small, so that there
was little difference between the sensitivities for 100 0/hour and 1000°/hour
input rates, and the reduction of the "Q" of the torsion system meant that
there was little difference in response between the tuned and de-tuned state
as the fork changed its attitude. In addition, two further features of
closed loop operation discussed in Technical Note No. I.E.E.8 have been
confirmed in practice. First, t1he difference in sensitivities between open
and closed loop operation is in the same ratio as the difference betweean the
open and closed loop values of' torsion Q, i.e. just over 40:1. Secondly,
as presented in the following table, there is considerably less phase error
of the closed loop output than of the open loop output when the T.F.G. is
in the poorly tuned attitude. There is a much smaller difference in the
nearly-tuned attitude.

T.F.G. Aplied rate Dirotion Phase Error (to nearest 0.10)
Attitude Open Loop Closed Loop

X up Stationary - -

X up 100 0/hour C.W. +19-40 -060
X up iOO/hour A.C.W. +18.40 -".40

X up 10000/hour C.W. +17"00 -1-50

X up 1000 0/hour A.C.W. +15"60 -060
X up Stationary - -
X1 up Stationary - -
X' up 100 0/hour C.W. +5"10 -1-40
X' up 100°/hour A.C.W. +6.20 -2.10
XI up 10000/hour C.W. +0.20 -1.60
X' up IO00°/hour A.C.W. +1.90 -2.00
X' up Stationary - -

The phase error angles quoted were derived from the output voltages
given in the results of tests 1(b)o and 1(b)o.

- 7 -
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3.1(c) Effect of rotations about a vertical axis throughthe pane of the

When the T.F.G. is rotated about a vertical axis through the plane of
the tines, the input (XX') axis moving in a horizontal plane, the instrument
will detect a varying component of Earth's rate which is a maxinmum with the
input axis along a N-S line and zero along an E-W line. At latitude
51017t, this maximum value is 9-38 /hour. The output amplitude in the open
loop test was 332 iV, or 3"54 x 10- V/1OO/hour. The output amplitude in
closed loop was 7'56 .V, or 80'7 iAV/10O0/hour. The rate of table rotation
was 10000/hour in each case.

No acceptable reason has yet been discovered for the non-sinusoidal
waveform of the in-phase signal in these two test runs. It is unlikely to be
a function of the rate table behavioar, since it does not appear in the next
test.

3.1(d) Effect of rotations about a vertical Z__ axis rendic lar to the
ojlane, o2f the tines adto- teinput axis Fi. . .I

For these tests, the input axis was still horizontal, detecting a
maximum component (9-38°/hour) of Earth's rate along a N-S line. In open loop,
the response w-as 288 pV, or 3 07 x 103 V/10 0/hour. In closed loop, the
output amplitude was 7'44 lV, or 79"5 pV/1000 /hour. The rate of table
rotation was 10000/hour in each case.

It should be noted with these two tests that the differance between
open and closed loop output signals is shown clearly in Figs.3 and 4. For
open loop behaviour, Fig.3 shows a quadrature signal which is due almost
entirely to a phase error of about 17 degrees in the output signal, and is
one-third of the in-phase component. When the loop is closed, as in Fig.4,
this phase error is practically eliminated and there is very little quadrature
oomponent of the in-phase signal. There is, horever, more noise as indicated
by the broader line drawn by the recorder during closed loop operation.

3.2 o ounted on rate tablc with table-axis horizontal (Fi 6

3.2(a) Input axis horizontal alonga N-S line. X North.

Open Loop Output (,IV x 103) Fork
Test No. Applied Rate Direction In Phase Quadrature Frequency

2(o)(i) Stationary -0:05 +0"6
(ii) 0°/hour C.7i. -3'0 -0"5
ii) 100 0/hour A.C. ". +29 +115 522-454 c/s

iv) 10000/hour C.11. -30'0 -06
Iv) 10000/hour A.C.W. +29"0 +0"6
vi) Stationary i _+0"0 0

i.e. An average sensitivity or 2"95 x 103 V/1OOO/hour.

-8-
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CoeLopI Output (wV) Fork
Closed Loop Applied Rate DirectionOupt(i) Fr
Test No. In Phase Quadrature Frequency

2(c)(i) Stationary +1"5 +9"6

ii) 100/hour C.71. -79-0 +Io
iii) 100hour A.C.W. +81"0 +6"7 522"154 c/s(iv) 1O0°/hour C.W. -790 +38"O
(v) 1000 0/hour A.C .W. +810 -5-0
(vi) Stationary "+15 0

i.e. An average sensitivity of 80 pV/1000 /hour.

3.3 Summar.of Calibration Test Results

3.3.1 The R.K.S. value of any voltage applied to the compensating
electrodes to counteract residual torques must remain stable to within
10 mV if the torsion pick-off output is to be correct to within 1

0/hour.

This applies for both the open and closed loop states.

3.3.2 The average sensitivity of the torsion pick-off system in

open loop can be token as 3"3 x 103 jiV/100/hour, irrespective of attitude
or applied input rate up to i000/hour. The output will then be within 10p
of the correct value except when the input axis is vertical and the tine
base is dovnwards;the error in this attitude may reach 15. This could be
substantially reduced by tuning the T.F.G. with the input axis horizontal.

3.3.3 The average sensitivity in closed loop operation can be taken
as 80 4V/1000/hour. This will be correct to within i,5l for all T.F.G.

attitudes and input rates up to i0000/hour.

3.3.4 The sensitivities in open and closed loop operation are in the
same ratio as that predicted in R.A.E. Technical Note No. IEE.8, i.e. in the
ratio of the open and closed loop values of the torsion system Q.

3.3.5 One effect of closing the feed-back loop is to reduce the phase-

error in the output signal caused by mis-matching the tine and torsion
natural frequencies. This reduction virtually eliminates the appearance of
quadrature components of in-phase rate signals. Where mass unbalance torques
produce a quadrature signal, closed loop operation prevents the appearance of
an in-phase component of these torques by the same process of reducing the
phase error to very small proportions.

4 POLAR AXIS TESTS

Polar axis tests are designed to examine the effect of varying
acceleration forces on the T.F.G. A full description of the tests and the
mechanisms involved is given in R.A.E. Technical Note No. I.A.P. 1139.

The rate table, on which the T.F.G. was mounted, had its axis of
rotation aligned with Sarth's polar axis. When the T.F.G. input (XX') axis
was along this axis of rotation, the rotation of the Earth was detected and

appeared as a constant in phase signal. The rate table rotation was also
detected and, since this was a oorstant, was 'backed-off' by the application
of suitable voltages to the compensating electrodes. The T.F.G. detected no
component of Earth's rotation if toppled about the YY' or ZZI axes. Any
ohange in the residual torque output signal under any of these conditions was
therefore due to variations in the attitude of the instrument.

-9-
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By examining the components of 'g' acting along each of the T.F.G.
axes during these tests it was possible to determine a set of 'g' coefficients
indicating the change of residual signal with T.F.G. attitude.

Figs.7-26 inclusive show the recorded outputs from the T.F.G. during
rotations about a polar axis, with the XX', YY' and ZZ' axes in turn along
the axis of rotation. A Fourier analysis of' these curves gave the sets of
'g' coefficients shown below. The in-phase coefficients Kx, Ky and Kz are

derived from the amplitudes of the in-phase records as each axis has the
maximum component c: Ig' acting along it. Thu-, Yx represents the in-phase

response to acceleration forces along thu XX' axis. It is caloulated from
the recordings of rotations about the YY' and ZZ' axes. Similarly, the

quadrature coefficients L., Ly and Lz are derived from the amplitudes of the

quadrature recordings at the same attitudes. Lx represents the quadrature

response to acceleration forces along the XX' axis.

The sets of 'g' coefficients were determined for 10000/hour input
rates, and for a representative number of tests at 1000/hour to establish
repeatability standards and to study the effect of a lower input rate.

4.1 Results

.' coefficients for ifor]S. or op KeH.
0/hour/g for in-phase coefficients.

jo/hour/g for quadrature coefficients.

OPEN LOOP CLOSEo LOOP

X Ur X Do Y Un Y Down 2 U 2 Dowd' U X Down 7 Un Y Dovn Z Un Z Down1 - +6.31 +0.7 +3.0 -O.' o.1 - o.6 1 1.1-1
V-1 +0.4 +4.0 +- " .3.2 + I 5 +3 - +3.5 ,.6

iCz -1v.2 -14.9 -19.6 -15.6 - . . -1.6 .0.31 .2.2 - -

S L . - - , -0.6

1~ CoI-.2 - +.9 -0.1 L:-: - 1.9 -0.6
L, +39.6. .43.5 .3!i.2 .- E46.9J +5D.3 50.0 147.5

S - 4..7 -0.5' .f . +0. -

4 ,, 1 4 .14.1 - .2.2 +2 ..3 2 . -

Kz-21:0 -14.6 -1'.9 - - - [-0.5, +04 -2.2 - -

{I? 2,6 -. 1 -0 +.1+.
L, +35.7; .h2.0 +3.4 b.0 ! .,5.9 50:

Interference from local sources, both electrical and vibrational, made
analysis of this test run impracticable. The coefficients are certainly no
largor than thoso obtained at 10000/hour input.

- 10 -
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4.1.1 _e o Tests (Figs 1,131 and 25)

The variation in sensitivity of the residual in-phase torsion signal

to acceleration along the XX' axis was from +6"3
0 /hour/g in the Y upwards

attitude to +0"70/hour/g for Y' upwards, whilst the change from Z to Z'
upwards was from +3"0/hour/g to -0'2°/hour/g.

For accelerations along the YY' axis the sensitivity of the residual
in-phase signal varied from +0"4

0 /hour/g to +4"0/hour/g between X and X'

upwards and from +3'2
0 /hour/g to +3"30 /hour/g between Z and Z' upwards.

The residual signal was much more sensitive to accelerations along the
ZZ' axis. The change from X to X' upwards resulted in a change of sensitivity
from -18"2 0 /hour/g to -14"9

0 /hour/g, and from -19 6
0 /hour/g to -15"6/hour/g

as the T.F.G. was moved from Y to Y' upwards.

4.1.2 l Loo2'esta(i 10,2.1,1 6 1820,22,24. and 26)

The application of electrostatic damping forces derived from and in

anti-phase with the torsional motion of the T.F.G. torsion system had the
effect of lowering the "Q" of the system and decreasing the response time.

Under the conditions applied, the new "Q" of the torsion system was approxi-

mately 1/40th of the open loop "'Q", and the sensitivities of the residual

signals to accelerations along the major axes were correspondingly smaller.

Sensitivities of up to +1"1
0 /hour/g and +3"6/hour/g to accelerations

along the WX' and YY' axes respectively showed only small changes from the
open loop values. There was, however, a marked decrease in sensitivity to

accelerations along the ZZ' axis, the maximum value being +2"2
0/hour/g.

5 TELPERATURE EFFECTS

There are two types of temperature variation which may affect the
T.F.G. performance.

5.1 A change in the mean value of the ambient temperature within the

instrument container will alter the natural frequency of the tuning-fork
and also that of the toixion system; the tao systems will change at different

rates and the state of tuning will therefore alter. This will give rise to

a change in sensitivity and a phase change between the input and output
signals. In closed loop operation the effect of this change of tuning and

the phase change will be extremely small and will not affect the performance,

except that a T.F.G. with some residual torques will require adjustment of

the applied compensation voltages. K.H .i required a change of approximately

I volt in the in-phase compensation after a i0C change, corresponding to a

spurious signal of 100
0/hour. For open loop conditions, re-tuning would be

necessary for less than 10C change.

5.2 The torsion output will vary in both open and closed loop operation when

there is a rate of change of ambient temperature. Fig.27 shows that with the

T.F.G. mounted with its input axi., vertical, base dowmwards, the temperature

control of the enclosu." was such that air temperature variations of

±1/70th 0C at a frequency of I cycle every four minutes caused changes in

the residual in-phase torsion output equivalent to ±3/4
0/hour. This effect

varied a little with T.F.G. attitude, and could always be allowed for in the

analysis of the recorded output.

6 LONG TE1 STABILITY

The stability of the aro output when stationary and in closed loop

operation was determined over 8 hour periods with the X,Y and Z axes vertical.

- 11 -
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Recordings of the output during 3 hour intervals selected at random in each
of the three attitudes are reproduced in Figs.30, 31 and 32. They show that
variations in the residual tor ques which produced the output signal did not
contribute more than 1/20/hour/hour change in the apparent detected input rate,
once the most stable state had been achieved.

After rotation from the X vertical to Y vertical position, the T.F.G.
took approximately 2 hours to stabilise, the indicated output changing during
this period from +90/hour to -1 0/hour. No settling down period was required
after rotation from Y vertical to Z vertical. 1 hour after rotation from
Y vertical to X vertical the indicated output had changed from +2 0/hour to
+1 0/hour and remained stable to ithin I/2 0 /hour/hour thereafter.

Small changes (less than 0-2 volts) in the compensation voltages were
made after attitude changes. These were necessary to keep the recorded
outputs near zero.

One measurement of long term drift which became available during the
polar axis tests is shown in Fig.13. After a test in which the T.F.G. had
been rotated at 100 0 /hour about a ZZ' polar axis, the instrument was left
Lperating over a period of nearly 5L hours, the recorders having been
switched off. On re-starting the recorders it was found that the fork output
had drifted by 3"60 /hour, an average drift rats over the stationary period
of less than O'O7/hour/hour.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The performance of a T.F.G. must ultimately depend on the pattern of its
behaviour in various attitudes when no rate of turn is being applied about
the input axis. This pattern is defined by the size of the in-phase 'g'-
coefficients which in a practical system will present themselves as errors in
the rate-of-turn indication.

In-phase 'g'-coeffioionts arise either from effects which arc propor-
tional to tine-velocity and include viscous damping, eddy current damping,
rate of change of temperature, and variations of sensitivity with de-tuning,
or to components of quadrature effects which are proportional to tine
acceleration or tine displacement and arise as a result of de-tuning.

quadrature g-ooefficients can be caused by mass unbalance between the
tines (Lz), lack of symmetry of the tines about the YY' axis (L y), or by

components of in-phase g-ooefficients resulting from dc-tuning.

7.1 These tests have provided practical confirmation of the theory of
closed loop operation discussed in R.A.E. Technical Note No. I.E.E.8. The
components of the originating torques arising from the de-tuning are virtually
eliminated in closed loop operation. When the fork is correctly adjusted for
dimensional symmetry about the input axis the quadrature g-coefficients should
disappear and the limiting factors on T.F.G. performance will be the in-phase
effects listed above wich are proportional to tine-velocity.

7.2 I odifications to the torsion pick-off system which will reduce the
effects of viscous and eddy current damping should limit the amplitude of the
zero input rate signal to a much snaller value than K.H.1 gives in its present
form.

7.3 A more critical assessment of the change of apparent rate with attitude
will be required for future tests. Changes of 10 mV in the compensation
voltages are known to contribute IC/hour changes in the indicated output, and
minor modifications to the existing test equipment should be made before
examining more advanced T.F.G.'s.

- 12-
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7.4 Whilst the temperature control system surrounding K.H.i is adequate in
relation to the performance of the T.F.G. in its present form it is likely
that temperature fluctuations of ±I/700 C will be too great for satisfactory
control in later models. Since the value of the ambient temperature is not
as important in closed loop operation as it is in open loop, a container
which will reduce the rate of temperature fluctuations within the T.F.G.
space to a much longer period is required.

It is also believed that large temperaturL gradients exist within the
enclosure which are a function of the temperature difference between the
enclosure ail the laboratory ambient. These may acoounb for the change in
compensation voltage required after changing the enclosure temperature. It
is expected that the provision of thicker walls to future enclosures will
reduce these gradients.

7.5 The long period required for reaching a stable output after changing
attitude from X up to Y up is possibly due to the breakdown of temperature
stratification within the container caused by the T.F.G. having been in the
X up attitude for several days prior to this test.

7.6 Once stable, long-term drift rates of as little as O070/hour/hour are
possible, although a general figure of C/hour/hour would cover most
situations.

7.7 It is reasonable to assess the closed loop performance of the T.F.G.
as being that of a 20/hour instrument on closed loop over long periods. In
its present form, g-sensitivities can contribute 2 to W°/hour/g spurious
signal in addition to the basic reliability figure.

7.8 The test schedule quoted appears to be adequate for a performance
analysis of a T.F.G. to be made, and could be adopted as a standard test
procedure.

7.9 Whilst the phase-sensitive rectifier in the measuring circuit was,
during these tests, an adequate filter against random noise in the torsion
pick-off output, it may be necessary under some circumstances to incorporate
suitable filtering in the feed-back loop ard to sample the feed-back signal
for performance data. This could arise if a pick-off system with a sub-
stantially higher noise content in the output were required in order to meet,
say, limitations on available space, or to reduce reaction torques.
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APPENDIX .

&IL TUN~IN-FORKI GYROSCOPE TEST SCHEDULE

GENIAL

The gyro must be completely set-up and in tune inside a temperature
controlled enclosure. Before starting tests the relevant operating voltages
and temperature must be noted, and the IQ's measured by noting the delay
times of oscillation.

Unless otherwise stated, all tests will be carried out in open loop and
closed loop operation.

All tests below marked RECORD imply recording on a chart recorder the
in-phase and quadrature output from the gyro. All relevant details must be
noted on the record.

Each test may be regarded as distinct, and except where otherwise
noted adjustments of 3ompensating volta5 may be made only between tests.
The compensating voltages must be noted for each test.

I G~o mounted on rate-table with table axis vertical

(a) With XX' axis vertical, apply t10 volts change to the voltages on

each of the compensating plates, and RECORD.

(b) With XX' axis vertical. Rotate table at +1000/hour, +i0000/hour

note frequency and RECORD for X up an X' up.

(o) With YY' axis vertical. Rotate table at 10000/hour through
2 cycles of revolution and RECORD. Repeat at 1000/hour and RECORD.

(d) With ZZ' axis vertical, repeat 1(c) and RECORD.

2 G mounted on rate-table with table axis horizontal

(a) With the XX' axis along the rate-table axis, rotate table at

±1000 /hour, ±10000 /hour, RECORD, and note fork frequency.

3 Rr mounted on rate-tablo.with rate-table axis arallel with Earth's
o _axis

(a) With YX' axis parallel with table axis and X up. Rotate at
l0000/hour, backing off input rate by altering compensating voltages, note
frequency at 45* intervals and RECORD. Continue for 2 cycles, and repeat at
1O /hour input rate.

(b) Repeat 3(a) with XX' parallel with table axis and X' up. RECORD.

(o) With T' axis parallel with table axis and Y up, repeat 3(a) and
R0 . Note frequency at 900 intervals.

(d) Repeat 3(o) with Y' up aril LaCORD

(a) Repeat 3(e) with ZZ' parallel with table axis, Z up, ad RECORD.

(f) Repeat 3(e) with Z' up and IMCORD.

- 15 -
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(g) Repeat 3(f) with 100°/hour input rate, and RECORD.

(h) Repeat 3(c) with 100 0/hour input rate, and RECORD.

For tests 3(a) to 3(h) calculate the 6 sensitivity coefficients from
Fourier analysis of the results (See T.N.I.A.r.1139) I .

4 Jvo mounted on rate-table with table axis vertical

(a) With XX' axis vertical, X up, zero input rate. RECORD over
8 hour period. Note frequency.

(b) With YY' axis vertical, Y up, zero input rate. RECORD over 8 hour
period.

(c) With ZZ' axis vertical, Z up, zero input rate. RECORD over 8 hour
period.

(d) Repeat 4(a), but with temperature control adjusted to reduce
ambient temperature inside container by IC. RECORD for 8 hours after
stability has been achieved. Note compensating voltages and tine and
torsion system frequencies.

(e) Repeat 4(a), after restoring gyro container to normal ambient
temperature, and RECORD. Note ine and torsion system frequencies.

- 16-
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IAPPEDfIX 2

SO, PARMAVTRSFOR K.H.1

Drive electrode gaps: Y = 0014" Y' = 0015".

Tine pick-off gaps: Y = 0°028, Y' = 0°029,.

Compensating and feed-back electrode gaps: YZ = 0"023"; Y'Z = 0024";
Y'Z' = 0"024"; YZW = 0*023".

F.23 thermistor temperature recorder balance: 1380 Q.

M.53 + F23 T.F.C. thermistors on heater bridge balance: 5468 0.

Heater cycling time with 15 0 series resistance: 82 seconds on, 120 seconds
off.

Difference between torsion pick-offs: Input 1: 39 mV pk-pkj for 10000/hour

Input 2: 38 mV pk-pkJ input rate.

Tine Q n 12,500

Torsion Q n 8,000

Closed loop Q n 170

Response time (closed loop) = 0'1 seconds

Tine-drive voltages: 84V. R.M.S. A.C. 350V. D.C.

Compensation voltages XX' vertical X up. OV 00 OV 2700

Operating temperature within container + 31°C.

- 17-
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FIG. I

CLOSED LOOP THST

1. 2- Ov.d IO..96 ---------

- Ov. Cr 0,A27d

- lov. 186 0a70F__

-iov. d ow. 7dO

OPEN LOOp TEST

I (*) 0.

-ov.0* tO.,. 270'

41 v. - iow.18c;Ov.27d: 0v

- lov d o..27d

-ov.drOv. 27cr

IN - PH'A59 Q4JADltA1U~l *4

FIG.I EFFECT OF t10 VOLTS CHANGE IN TORSION COMPENSATION VOLTAGES. OPEN
LOOP AND CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.

T.F.G. ATTITUDE:. XX' VERTICAL. X UP
Y' NORTH

FORK FREQUENCY:.- 522.449 C/S
CHART SPEED:- 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.2

- ood'lHoai ArW

- ood/"PaR dW

- IOOO/40OR aaI I

lod*110UR
1
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4- Io/.u

- IO4?/1400 ftw

mI.-

40%V.~mV

iN - 00HA sg QUADRAivRe L7~

FIG.2 EFFECT OF ROTATIONS ABOUT A VERTICAL INPUT AXIS. OPEN LOOP AND

CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.

FORK FREQUENCIES:. X UP. f a 522.449 C/S
xl up. f - 522.459 C/S

CHAR) SPEED:. 12 INCHES/HOURI
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FIG.3
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#SW.

+XN.

FIG.3 EFFECT OF ROTATIONS ABOUT A VERIA XSTRUHTEPAEO H

TINS YY'AXS).OPN LOPOPEATON

RAE FUN:. C00/HUCONIDETIe
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FIG.4
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FORK FREQUENCY: - 545
04RTSPE:- 12INHSMURA

RAT O TRN- 100/mua
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FIG.S

4 X.N.

4)"

L2H w.

• X. N.

SX.N. t

N- . 4
4X.W.

+I.

vIs.5 'vFEct Op ROTATICINS ABOUT A VERTICAL (izi' AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
PLANE O THE TINES AND TO THE INPUT AXIS. OPEN LOOP AND CL.OSEDO LOOP
OPaERAT I i. FORK FREOUENCY:. 522.465 C/S

CHART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR

RATE OF TURN:. IOOO/NoiR
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FIG.6

- to C\

-Id~/H~o C W
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4_V- Srwiorey ---

- ooAHO.ie ew.

4-o ,V V~,fd~* ~ .EGj~

- op~u z *0

4- I~V - VIe.N

FIG.6 EFFECT OF ROTATIONS ABOUT A HORIZONTAL INPUT AXIS. X NORTH. OPEN

LOOP AND CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.

FORK FREQUENCY:. 522.454 C/S
CHART SPEED:. 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.7
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FIG.8

.3I++ ZY

t ..

-Ju

-&"76Z

FIG.A CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT INPUT (XX') AXIS. X UP
10000/HOUR INPUT RATE: BACKED-OFF BY 15V 00 OV 270* COMPENSATION.

FORK FREQUENCY AT EACH 45* POSITION - 522.452 C/S

CHART SPEED a 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.9

+'Z up

--.

+Y up v

FIG,9 OPE.N LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT INPUT (XX
° ) 

AXIS. X UP

|00e/HOUJR INPUT RATE: BACKED-OFF BY 2V 0* OV 2700 COWPERSATION,

FORlK FRQUENCY AT EACH 450 POSITION 0 522,451 CAI

CHANT SPEED a 3 INCHES/HOUR
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-Y v

-Y 

up

FIG. 10CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST ROTATION ABOUT INPUT (XX) AXIS. X IP
IO00/HOUR INPUT RATE: BAC(ED OFF BY 2V 0' OV 270* CWISATIVI

FOR FREQUENCY AT EACHI 45* POSITION - 522.452 C/S
04ART SPEED - 3 INCSAM
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FIG. I I

+yur

PIG.tI OPEN LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT INPUT (XXI) AXIS. X' Up

1000/HOUR INPUT RATE: BACKED-OFF BY 6V 180* OY 2700 COMPENSATION.

FORK FREQUENCY AT 45* POSITIONS a 522.456. -7C/S
CHART SPEED a 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG. 12

+A( up

V,)

-Ju

FIG.12 CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT INPUT (XX*I AXIS. X' UP

1000*/HOUR INPUT RATE: BACKED-OFF BY 6V 1800 OV 270* COMPENSATION.
FORK FREQUENCY AT EACH 450 POSITION *522.458 C/S

CHART SPEED a 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG. 13

43 .

.Yk.

FIG. 13 OM LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABMJ INPU.T (XX*) AXIS. X' UP.
100*/HM* IM? MIX. NO BAING OFF REWIE.

061 SPEED - 3 INO*3/MMM.
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-yup 
FIG14

Vy i

FIG.14 O.OED LOOP PU. AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUJT INPUT (XX*) AXIS. X- IP.
IO0*H@A INPUT MTE. NO MO(XING OFF REJUINE.

CWMT SPW - 3 INO4ESACUlt.
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FIG. 15

-X uf

4z up

- 522-4-62 i

*X u

- 52243+4~

-u 2-4 z-

-X-u

S22.452~

-Xup .76

FIG.15 OPEN LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT YY' AXIS. Y UP.

RATE OF TURN: IO000/HOUR

COWPENSATION: Ov 0* Ov 270*
04ART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG. 16

Li 22-445201

4-ol~v Z UP

-AU

622 491- csQ

4.o

+xUP

62&-462 C#

-Z up

622.1 62.7 C

FIG.16 CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT YY' AXIS. Y UP.

RATE OF TURN: 1000/HOUR

COMPENSATION: OV 0* OV 2700
CHART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG. 17

/ 2.44V s~

+ Xu

FIG. 17 GM4 LOW POL.AR AXIS ET. ROTATION ABOUT Yr. AXIS. Yip.
RATE OF TURN- 100*/IOA.
CMGWMSTICN: OV 0' OV 27V*
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FIG. 18

L -ZAJp

--L 22 4f"/5

f__ -X UP
5:2 2, d." 4

FIG.tS CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT YY* AXIS. Y UP.

RATE OF TURN: 100*/HOIA i
COWENSATION: OV 0* OV 270 Ii
OIART SPEED: 3 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG. 19

vat* 41fs

.eZXup

4az P ct

4 -

512 404 1.25

522-46-c/4

FI6.19 OPEN LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT YY' AXIS. Y* UP.

RATE OF TURN: 1000/HOUR

COMPENSATION: OV 00 Ov 2700
CHART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG .20

-X up
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+X up t
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FIG.21

4t,

-XuV

$22 -4SI cis

682. 4C% CIS

Fis.21 OPEN LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT ZZ' AXIS. Z UP.
RATE OF TURN: 1OO00/HOUR

COWENSATION: OV 00 Ov 2700

CHART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG .22

- Lp
6 2 451 1/5

+X of

L

-'fue .4

uP

W---

PIG.22 CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT ZZ AXIS. Z UP.RATE OF TURN: O00/ HOUR 

'
COMPENSATION: 

OV 0 Ov 270CHART SPEED: 
12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.23

S22 -401 olS

522.48s c/s

*-XuP

0, V

4
40

5 1l. 4-5 /

52 Z" 401

FIG.23 OPEN LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT ZZ' AXIS. Z' UP.

RATE OF TURN: 1000//HOUR

CCMPENSATION: 0V 0 OV 270*

CHANT SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.24

L 2 5'22- -S L
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IN- l .IIA£ QuApRAr URq

FIG.24 CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT ZZ* AXIS. Z' UP.

RATE OF TURN: 1000/HOUR

COMPENSATION: Ov 00 Ov 2700
CHART SPEED: 12 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG .25

L *u. 41 co

f22 4415a

F16.25 OPEN Loop POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUJT ZZ' AXIS. Z IP.
WTE OF M: I1o'A4CuR.

Ii] 'B'SATION: OV 0* OV 270*
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FIG.26

522 -44615[

652 2417l43i

S'522-+61 UP

FIG.26 CLOSED LOOP POLAR AXIS TEST. ROTATION ABOUT ZZ' AXIS. Z' UP.
RATE OF TURN: 100/HOUR

COMPENSATION: OV 00 OV 2700
CHART SPEED: 3 INCHES/HOUR
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FIG.27
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FIG.29
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FIG.30

Z

4o 0

4

FIG.30 LONG-TERM STABILITY TEST.

XX' AXIS VERTICAL. X UP STATIONARY.

COMPENSATION: OV 00 OV 2700

CHART SPEED: 3 INCHES/HOUR.

3-HOUR SECTION OF IO.HOUR RUN.
CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.
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FIG.31

z
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U

IN- QuAqflJ0

FIG.31 LONG-TERM STABILITY TEST.

YY' AXIS VERTICAL. Y UP STATIONARY.

COMPENSATION: OV 00 OV 900

CHART SPEED: 3 INCHES/HOUR.

3.HOUR SECTION OF 8-HOUR RUN.
CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.
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FIG.32 LONG-TERM STABILITY TEST.

ZZ' AXIS VERTICAL. Z UP STATIONARY.

COMPENSATION: OV 0 OV 27r'

CHART SPEED: 3 INCHES/HOUR

3-HOUR SECTION OF |O-HOUR RUN.
CLOSED LOOP OPERATION.
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FIG.33

T.F.G. IN TEMPERATURE MOTOR DRIVE
POLAR AXIS CONTROLLED ENCLOSURE AND GEAR BOX

FIG.33 T.F.G. IN POSITION FOR POLAR AXIS TEST ABOUT YY' AXIS. Y UP.
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FIG.34

TORSION INERTIA T.F.G. OUTER RUBBER ISOLATION
ADJUSTMENT SCREW FRAME MOUNTING

DRIVING

ELECTRODES

TINE PICK-OFF
ASSEMBLIES

TUNINtG
FORK

COMPENATN T ICK-OFF

ELECTRODE ARMATURE

TORSION STEM

TORSION K-OFF FEED-BACK
ASSEMBLY ELECTRODE

FIG.34 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF T.F.G. SERIAL NO. K.H.I.
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FIG. 36.
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FIG. 36. T. F.G. AXIS SYSTEM.
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